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The voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) is
the major protein in the outer mitochondrial mem-
brane, where it mediates transport of ATP and ADP.
Changes in its permeability, induced by voltage or
apoptosis-related proteins, have been implicated in
apoptotic pathways. The three-dimensional struc-
ture of VDAC has recently been determined as a
19-stranded b-barrel with an in-lying N-terminal
helix. However, its gating mechanism is still unclear.
Using solid-state NMR spectroscopy, molecular
dynamics simulations, and electrophysiology, we
show that deletion of the rigid N-terminal helix
sharply increases overall motion in VDAC’s b-barrel,
resulting in elliptic, semicollapsed barrel shapes.
These states quantitatively reproduce conductance
and selectivity of the closed VDAC conformation.
Mutation of the N-terminal helix leads to a phenotype
intermediate to the open and closed states. These
data suggest that the N-terminal helix controls entry
into elliptic b-barrel states which underlie VDAC
closure. Our results also indicate that b-barrel chan-
nels are intrinsically flexible.
INTRODUCTION
The voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) is the most abun-
dant protein in the outer mitochondrial membrane of eukaryotes,
where it mediates permeation of ATP, ADP, and other essential
metabolites (Benz, 1994; Colombini, 2004). It is also considered
to be a key player in the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis
(Shoshan-Barmatz et al., 2008, 2010). In the presence of trans-
membrane voltages higher than about 30 mV, independent of
their polarity, VDAC exhibits a complex gating process to one
or more subconductance (‘‘closed’’) states that are impermeable1540 Structure 20, 1540–1549, September 5, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Ltto ATP and exhibit altered ion selectivity (Benz, 1994; Colombini,
1989, 2004). After three decades of experimental study, recent
work on crystallized and detergent-solubilized protein has re-
vealed the three-dimensional structure of the VDAC1 isoform
to be a 19-stranded b-barrel with a partly helical N-terminal
region situated within the aqueous pore (Bayrhuber et al.,
2008; Hiller et al., 2008, 2010; Ujwal et al., 2008). So far, however,
the nature of VDAC’s gating process has remained elusive
from both experimental and computational studies (Bayrhuber
et al., 2008; Choudhary et al., 2010; Hiller et al., 2008, 2010;
Lee et al., 2011; Rui et al., 2011; Ujwal et al., 2008). The
N terminus of VDAC has been shown to be crucial for channel
gating (Song et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 1993) as well as for inter-
action with apoptosis-related proteins (Abu-Hamad et al., 2009;
Shoshan-Barmatz et al., 2008). However, several studies have
indicated that conformational rearrangements within the b-barrel
may be involved in gating as well (Mannella, 1997; Peng et al.,
1992; Zimmerberg and Parsegian, 1986). In particular, it was
found that gating is strongly influenced by osmotic pressure
applied on the bilayer. From this finding, a substantial internal
volume change during gating was inferred, pointing to a large
reconfiguration of channel geometry (Zimmerberg and Parse-
gian, 1986). Gating is regulated by small molecules as well as
apoptotic and antiapoptotic proteins (Benz, 1994; Colombini,
1989, 2004; Shoshan-Barmatz et al., 2008, 2010). A molecular
understanding of the gating process is thus not only of mecha-
nistic interest but also holds promise for further elucidation of
the role of VDAC in mitochondrial apoptosis.
We have recently demonstrated that the N terminus assumes
a well-defined conformation and plays a stabilizing role for
VDAC1 (Schneider et al., 2010a). b strands in contact with the
N terminus are less dynamic than others (Villinger et al., 2010),
and removal of the N terminus affects the conformation of the
b-barrel (Schneider et al., 2010a). On the other hand, VDAC1’s
b-barrel frame can exhibit extensive breathing motions (Villinger
et al., 2010). Mutations of a glutamate residue (Glu73) whose
side chain points toward the lipid bilayer affect both the dynamic
behavior of the b-barrel and the gating properties of the channel
(Villinger et al., 2010; Zaid et al., 2005). Consequently, locald All rights reserved
Figure 1. SCC Order Parameters Measured
on hVDAC1 in Lipid Bilayers
All values refer to Ca-Cb correlations except ‘‘Lys
SC,’’ which corresponds to lysine Cd-Cε side-
chain correlations as a reference for mobile moie-
ties. For comparison of mobility in the N terminus
and in the b-barrel, overall Ca-Cb order parameters
of alanine, leucine, threonine, and valine residues in
b strand conformation (whose resonances overlap)
are also shown (labels ‘‘Ab,’’ ‘‘Lb,’’ ‘‘Tb,’’ ‘‘Vb’’), as
well as average Ca-Cb order parameters for other
b strand residue types whose resonances overlap
in two broad spectral regions (Ca shifts around 55
ppm, Cb shifts around 35 ppm; labels ‘‘b1,’’ ‘‘b2’’). Error bars are based onMonte Carlo simulations, where estimates of the experimental error were obtained from
spectral noise (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).The order parameter range from 0.85 to 1 is indicated by a gray-shaded bar. A vertical dashed line
separates SCC values of N-terminal residues (left) from values of residues in other parts of the molecule. See also Table S1 and Figures S4 and S5.
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b-Barrel Mobility Underlies VDAC Gatingmobility and stability within VDAC1 can be expected to play an
important role for channel gating.
As the membrane environment is generally found to be impor-
tant for the structure and function of membrane proteins, studies
that explicitly take the lipid membrane into account are essential
(Ader et al., 2008; Hunte and Richers, 2008; Nietlispach and
Gautier, 2011; Phillips et al., 2009). We have therefore investi-
gated the dynamics of VDAC1 and its role in gating in lipid
bilayers, using a combination of solid-state NMR spectroscopy,
electrophysiology, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
We quantify molecular mobility in bilayer-embedded VDAC1
and examine the effect of removal of the N terminus on the con-
formation of the b-barrel. Furthermore, we demonstrate the
importance of specific contacts between the b-barrel and the
N-terminal helix for the overall stabilizing role of the latter. We
show that only a large-scale conformational transition of the
barrel scaffold itself can explain the large drop in conductance
upon closure and the concomitant change in ion selectivity.
Changes in conductance and selectivity observed in simulations
of VDAC1 at different degrees of closure are in quantitative
agreement with experimental data. The combination of experi-
mental and simulation results hence allows us to suggest both
a mechanism of VDAC closure and a molecular model for
the closed states of VDAC. This mechanism provides a simple
explanation for the observed dependence of gating on mem-
brane pressure. Our results challenge the common belief that
b-barrel channels are generally characterized by high structural
rigidity.
RESULTS
The N Terminus Does Not Exhibit Large Dynamics on the
Sub-ms Timescale
Data reported in Schneider et al., 2010a indicated that the
N terminus of human VDAC1 (hVDAC1) does not exhibit large-
scale mobility. To investigate this finding quantitatively, we
measured (13C,13C) dipolar order parameters (SCC) for residues
in the N terminus as well as in other parts of the molecule using
double-quantum (2Q) solid-state NMR spectroscopy as intro-
duced in Schneider et al., 2010b. This technique is sensitive to
dynamics on the picosecond (ps) to millisecond (ms) timescale.
Because of the considerable size of hVDAC1 and the large
number of residues in b sheet conformation, spectral overlap
precludes identification of residue-specific order parametersStructure 20, 1540–15for a large part of the molecule. To estimate overall mobility in
the b-barrel, we also analyzed overlapping signals of residues
in b strand secondary structure and determined average order
parameters for these.
Results displayed in Figure 1 and Table S1 (available online)
show that backbone SCC order parameters in the N terminus
are in the same range as, or higher than, average values found
for residues in the b-barrel. Most measured values in the
N terminus range between 0.85 and 1, on the rigid end of the
dynamics scale. Lower SCC values are found in residues Thr6,
Leu10 in the helix kink, and Arg15. Thus, local mobility is present
in the hVDAC1 N terminus. However, our data show that, glob-
ally, the N terminus is certainly not more dynamic than the
b-barrel on a sub-ms timescale. Peak broadening or doubling,
which would indicate dynamics on slower timescales, is not
observed, further confirming the well-defined structure of the
hVDAC1 N terminus (Schneider et al., 2010a; Villinger et al.,
2010). However, it may be possible that other highly dynamic
conformations not accessible to solid-state NMR experiments
exist in equilibrium.
Additionally, on a timescale of about 300 ns, the dynamics of
mouse VDAC1 (mVDAC1, see also Supplemental Experimental
Procedures) were studied in MD simulations. mVDAC1, which
differs from hVDAC1 in four amino acid residues, was chosen
forMD simulations because of the availability of a high-resolution
crystal structure (Ujwal et al., 2008). Figure 2A shows the back-
bone root-mean-square fluctuations (rmsf) of wild-type (WT-)
mVDAC1 (black curve). Rmsf minima correspond to the centers
of b strands 1–19. These define a baseline of maximal structural
rigidity (cyan line in Figure 2A), which is slightly raised across b1–
b6 and in b19. The N-terminal helix (red-shaded area) exhibits
a low fluctuation level, comparable to the central residues of
the b strands. The rmsf of short interstrand loops and some
strand termini exceeds that of the body of the N-terminal helix
by a factor of 2 to 3 (color-coded in Figure 2B). The MD results
therefore show that the N-terminal helix is relatively rigid under
equilibrium conditions on a timescale of up to hundreds of nano-
seconds, in agreement with the NMR data.
Removal of theNTerminus InducesStructural Instability
Recombinant WT-hVDAC1 exhibits a major open-state conduc-
tance of about 4 nS (Figure S1) and a voltage-dependence of
membrane current typical for VDAC channels (Benz, 1994; Co-
lombini, 1989, 2004). Deletion of most or all of the 20 N-terminal49, September 5, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1541
Figure 2. Flexibility and Conformational Changes of the mVDAC1 b-Barrel
(A) Rmsf distribution in WT- (black) and D(1–20)-mVDAC1 (red). (Cyan) Baseline of minimal rmsf across the barrel. (Inset) Rmsd of WT- (black) and D(1–20)-
mVDAC1 (red) with respect to the initial structure under a membrane surface tension of 45 mN/m.
(B) Rmsf of mVDAC1 in MD simulations, color-coded on the structure from blue (low) to red (high). Parts of strands 9–18 are cut away for clarity (left).
(C) Ellipticity of WT- (black), L10N- (cyan), and D(1–20)-mVDAC1 (red) without additional membrane pressure.
(D) Partial collapse of the D(1–20)-mVDAC1 barrel under low uniaxial membrane stress (10 mN/m) occurs preferentially along an axis approximately running
through b strands 1–9 rather than in the perpendicular direction. b strands 1 to 19 are color-coded from blue to red. See also Figure S4.
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b-Barrel Mobility Underlies VDAC Gatingresidues in Neurospora crassa VDAC (ncVDAC) has been
shown to lead to noisier recordings in electrophysiology, affect
or abolish voltage gating, and reduce channel conductance
(Popp et al., 1996; Runke et al., 2006). This also applies to
hVDAC1 (De Pinto et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2010a). Lipid
bilayer measurements on an hVDAC1 N-terminal truncation
variant (D(1–20)-hVDAC1) show noisy traces with no apparent
voltage gating and a distribution of current steps with a broad
maximum between G = 0.5 nS and G = 2.5 nS (Figure S1). In
solid-state NMR experiments on hVDAC1 in lipid bilayers,
N-terminal truncation leads to disappearance of resonance
signals from b strand 9, which forms a hydrophobic contact
with Leu10 in the N-terminal helix (Figure S2) (Schneider et al.,
2010a).
The findings of increased channel noise and disappearing
resonance signals point to increased dynamics and reduced
structural stability in N-terminally truncated hVDAC1. To test
this hypothesis, we performed equilibrium MD simulations of
D(1–20)-mVDAC1 in a dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC)
lipid bilayer and compared its behavior to the wild-type. As Fig-
ure 2A shows, the overall fluctuation level is substantially raised
in the deletion mutant (red curve). In particular, the difference in
the rmsf baseline between b strands 5–19 is remarkable, as it
demonstrates that a major portion of the wild-type b-barrel had1542 Structure 20, 1540–1549, September 5, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Ltbeen stabilized by the presence of the N-terminal helix. Elliptic
fits of the b-barrel scaffold demonstrate an increased tendency
of D(1–20)-mVDAC1 to adopt a more elliptic geometry than the
wild-type (Figure 2C). The global breathing motion of the barrel
(Villinger et al., 2010) is evident from fluctuations of the average
ellipticity occurring on a timescale of 30–50 ns, both in D(1–20)-
and WT-mVDAC1.
It has been demonstrated that tension of biological mem-
branes can modulate the shape and function of membrane
proteins (Perozo et al., 2002; Schmidt and MacKinnon, 2008).
We therefore investigated the behavior of D(1–20)- and WT-
mVDAC1 under low to medium membrane surface tension in
MD simulations. A substantial difference between D(1–20)- and
WT-mVDAC1was observed. Figure 2A (inset) displays the devel-
opment of the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) from the initial
structure at a membrane surface tension of 45 mN/m, applied
isotropically in the x-y plane. These data show that D(1–20)-
mVDAC1 is perturbed by membrane tension more strongly
than the wild-type. Structural analysis revealed that this devia-
tion results from a global transition of the b-barrel of the deletion
mutant into a smaller, more elliptic shape (Figure 2D). In WT-
mVDAC1, this transition is largely inhibited by the N-terminal
helix. Interestingly, in cases of uniaxial shear stress applied
on the membrane, the transition is direction-dependent. Thed All rights reserved
Figure 3. Ion Flux and Conductance through WT and D(1–20)-
mVDAC1
(A) Conductance of WT- (green) and D(1–20)-mVDAC1 (blue) in relation to
elliptic distortion of the beta barrel scaffold, calculated from computational
electrophysiology simulations. Background shading of the data points indi-
cates the ion selectivity of the corresponding mVDAC1 states (light green,
anion-selective; light blue, cation-selective). The magenta data point corre-
sponds to the experimental conductance of open WT-hVDAC1, whereas the
experimentally determined average conductance of the closed state of WT-
hVDAC1 is indicated by a red-shaded bar. Error bars reflect standard error of
the mean (SEM).
(B) Representative ion flux and selectivity for cations and anions of open WT-
(light colors) and semicollapsed D(1–20)-mVDAC1 (solid colors) at a trans-
membrane potential elicited by a charge imbalance of 2 e across the
membrane. The ellipticity of semicollapsed D(1–20)-mVDAC1 was 0.47. See
also Figure S3.
Structure
b-Barrel Mobility Underlies VDAC Gatingb-barrel of D(1–20)-mVDAC1 is more susceptible to deformation
along an axis passing through b strands 1 and 9 than in the
perpendicular direction connecting b strands 4 and 14 (Fig-
ure 2D). Substantial deformation along the former axis can
already be induced by relatively small values of surface tension
on the order of 10 mN/m. This magnitude of surface tension
is in the range biologically relevant for, for example, mechano-
sensitive channels (Martinac et al., 1987; Sukharev, 2002) and
close to values observed in thermal membrane undulations of
planar lipid bilayers (Hirn et al., 1999). The wild-type N-terminal
helix, running alongside of b strands 10–17, is thus located at
a position where it maximally stabilizes the barrel structure.
Nevertheless, the wild-type barrel is also prone to deformation,
despite the stabilizing effect of the N-terminal helix. Here, elliptic
states can be obtained by applying a slightly larger surface
tension of about 15 mN. The ellipticity of the D(1–20)-mVDAC1
b-barrel observed in low-stress simulations converges to a value
of about 0.5, which we will call a semicollapsed state in the
following. Note that this state corresponds to a broad ensemble
of structures.
Electrophysiology Calculations
We hypothesized that the elliptic deformation of the b-barrel
seen in our simulations could provide an explanation for the
changes in electrophysiology parameters observed experimen-
tally in the N-terminal deletion mutant. MD simulations have
been successfully used to characterize ion flux in bacterial porins
(Pongprayoon et al., 2009; Tieleman and Berendsen, 1998).
Using our newly developed computational electrophysiology
scheme (Kutzner et al., 2011), we atomistically simulated ion
flux through WT- and D(1–20)-mVDAC1 under transmembrane
potential gradients close to experimental values (Figure 3A,
inset). From the individual fluxes of anions and cations, selec-
tivity and conductance values of VDAC1 were calculated.
In our simulations, WT-mVDAC1 displayed a conductance of
G = 4.2 ± 0.2 nS (SEM) in 1M KCl, in close agreement with the
experimental value for WT-hVDAC1 (about 4 nS, see Figures
3A and S1; Abu-Hamad et al., 2009; Benz, 1994; Runke et al.,
2006). The ion selectivity for WT-mVDAC1 was calculated by
statistical averaging over the ratio of permeating anions (p)
and cations (p+) in 20 ns windows taken from the trajectories,
yielding p/p+ = 1.7 ± 0.4 (SEM) (Figure 3B), also in good agree-
ment with experiment (p/p+ = 2.2). Removal of the N-terminal
helix, in the absence of further structural changes, results in
a larger pore; accordingly, a raised conductance of 6.7 ±
0.3 nS (SEM) was observed for D(1–20)-mVDAC1 at a similar
p/p+ ratio of 1.6 ± 0.4 (SEM). We then examined conductance
levels of the partially collapsed, elliptic states of D(1–20)- and
WT-mVDAC1 formed under low to medium membrane tension.
Figure 3A shows the conductance of D(1–20)-mVDAC1 rela-
tive to the ellipticity of the b-barrel. Near ellipticity values of
0.4–0.5, a sharp transition is observed that reduces the conduc-
tance to 1.5–2 nS (Figure 3A). Similar results were obtained for
the elliptic, semicollapsed states of WT-mVDAC1 with the N
terminus present within the barrel (Figure 3A). Conductance
values calculated for molecules with ellipticities between 0.3
and 0.4 were in the range of values found experimentally for
the closed state of VDAC. The fact that a drop in conductance
is only seen upon such large deformations of the barrel suggestsStructure 20, 1540–15that a significant structural change is required to elicit the magni-
tude of channel conductance decrease detected experimentally.
In terms of conductance, semicollapsed states may thus explain
voltage-induced entry into subconductance states of VDAC1.
Importantly, these states can also explain the magnitude of
volume loss upon closure, which has been measured to be in
the order of 104 A˚3 (Zimmerberg and Parsegian, 1986). In our
simulations, semicollapsed states of D(1–20)-mVDAC1 exhibit
a volume reduction of about 1 3 104 A˚3 compared to the open
state of WT-mVDAC1.49, September 5, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1543
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b-Barrel Mobility Underlies VDAC GatingAs mentioned above, the average conductance measured
experimentally for D(1–20)-hVDAC1 closely resembles that re-
ported for the closed state of VDAC1 variants (Benz, 1994; Co-
lombini, 1989, 2004). However,D(1–20)-hVDAC1 exhibits slightly
increased anion selectivity in lipid bilayer experiments (p/p+
about 2.6 in D(1–20)-hVDAC1 versus 2.2 in WT-hVDAC1),
whereas the closed state of VDAC1 is typically reported to be
cation-selective (Benz, 1994; Choudhary et al., 2010; Colombini,
2004). Notably, this trend is similar to the one observed in the
N-terminal deletion mutant D(3-20) of ncVDAC (p/p+ of about
2 versus 1.3 for WT-ncVDAC; Popp et al., 1996; Runke et al.,
2006). Consequently, we investigated whether the selectivities
of the semicollapsed conformations of D(1–20)- and WT-
mVDAC1 in our simulations could explain those experimental
observations. We found that the calculated ionic selectivities of
the elliptic states are crucially dependent on the precise geom-
etry of the pore. The charge state of the N-terminal residue of
D(1–20)-mVDAC1 (Gly21), which protrudes into the channel at
the center of the pore, plays a minor, additional role. Importantly,
Met1 in the wild-type is situated distant from the pore center,
such that WT-hVDAC1 does not have a charge at this position.
Most of the elliptic states display clear anion selectivity, with
selectivity values around p/p+ = 1.5. However, the ionic selec-
tivity of D(1–20)-mVDAC1 switches to nonselective or slightly
cation selective states near a conductance of about 1.7 nS.
In particular, semicollapsed forms with an ellipticity near 0.47
exhibit a conductance of 1.7 ± 0.1 nS (SEM), and these states
are found to be cation-selective with p/p+ = 0.7 when the
N-terminal Gly21 residue is uncharged, as it would be in the
full-length protein (Figure 3B). This ellipticity is close to the con-
vergence value of the deletion mutant under low membrane
stress.
Notably, no switch in ion selectivity was observed for semicol-
lapsed states of WT-mVDAC1. In the full-length protein, these
states are actually rather characterized by increased anion
selectivity. This finding suggests that the presence of the
N-terminal helix within the barrel, with its excess of positive
charge, prevents the switch from anion to cation selectivity
observed experimentally during VDAC gating. This hypothesis
is corroborated by an analysis of the potential of mean force
(PMF) for cations and anions traversing the VDAC pore (Fig-
ure S3). The major barrier for cation translocation in the wild-
type originates from the presence of the N-terminal helix
about 6 A˚ from the center of mass of the channel. In the PMF
for D(1–20)-mVDAC1 in the semicollapsed state, this barrier is
obviously absent, and only a slight preference for anions is ex-
pected to remain. However, the permeability difference between
cations and anions leads to cation selectivity at certain elliptic-
ities. Taken together, semicollapsed states with no N terminus
inside can thus account for the selectivity of both the N-terminal
deletion mutant and the closed state of the full-length protein,
depending on pore geometry and charge.
The L10N Mutant Displays Intermediate Behavior
between WT and D(1–20)-hVDAC1
Our data so far have shown that the N terminus plays a stabilizing
role for the entire VDAC1 b-barrel and that the conformation of
the barrel is closely related to its conductance and selectivity.
In previous studies, the N terminus of human and mouse1544 Structure 20, 1540–1549, September 5, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier LtVDAC1 was found to be attached to the barrel wall via a network
of hydrogen bonds as well as a hydrophobic contact between
Leu10 in the N terminus and a hydrophobic patch involving resi-
dues Val143 and Leu150 in b strands 9 and 10 (Hiller et al., 2008;
Schneider et al., 2010a; Ujwal et al., 2008). This hydrophobic
interaction appears to be largely conserved across species, as
indicated by a recent sequence alignment study (Young et al.,
2007). To investigate experimentally the relative importance of
these interactions and the effect of mutations destabilizing
N-terminal attachment to the barrel, we expressed a mutant
hVDAC1 variant with Leu10 exchanged for asparagine. We
thus used a conservative mutation that selectively disrupts the
hydrophobic contact. In solid-state NMR spectra of L10N-
hVDAC1, the pattern of resonances, including those from the N
terminus, is very well preserved, indicating correct folding of
the mutant protein (Figure S2). However, striking differences in
intensity are visible in signals from the N terminus (Figure 4A)
as well as from b strand 9 (Figure 4B). A systematic analysis of
signal intensities and linewidths shows that signals from the
N terminus and b strand 9 are selectively and significantly atten-
uated (Figures 4C and S4), suggesting increased dynamics in
these residues. Signal linewidths, on the other hand, increase
slightly but in a similar manner for the N terminus and other
regions (Figure 4D). These data confirm the crucial role of the
hydrophobic contact between Leu10 and the region around
Val143 for attachment of the N terminus to the b-barrel wall
and point to an elevated level of structural or dynamical disorder
specifically in N terminus and b strand 9 of L10N-hVDAC1.
Next, we analyzed the electrophysiological characteristics
of L10N-hVDAC1 in bilayer measurements. Figure 4E shows
that the mutant forms stable, voltage-gated pores. Importantly,
however, already at a transmembrane voltage of 10 mV, where
WT-hVDAC1 is predominantly open with a major conductance
of about 4 nS (Figure S1), L10N-hVDAC1 exhibits a dominant
conductance of 2 nS (Figures 4E and 4F), a value resembling
the closed state of WT-hVDAC1 and the observable conduc-
tance state of the N-terminal deletion mutant D(1–20)-hVDAC1.
Also, L10N-hVDAC1 shows a voltage-dependence of conduc-
tance which is intermediate to WT- and D(1–20)-hVDAC1 (Fig-
ure 5). These observations are in line with the hypothesis that
disruption of the hydrophobic contact Leu10-Val143 facilitates
dynamical and/or conformational changes that allow entry of
hVDAC1 into a closed state. However, note that, similar to
D(1–20)-hVDAC1, L10N-hVDAC1 exhibits increased selectivity
for anions over cations (p/p+ about 3.2 in L10N-hVDAC1 versus
2.2 in WT-hVDAC1).
In MD simulations of L10N-mVDAC1, no significant deviations
from the behavior of WT-mVDAC1 were observed under equilib-
rium conditions (see, e.g., Figure 2C, cyan curve). To reproduce
the effect of a transmembrane voltage on the N terminus, we
used force-probe MD simulations to investigate its behavior
under mechanical forces corresponding to those exerted on
charged residues by a transmembrane electric field. The
N-terminal helix has a surplus of two positive charges, rendering
its position sensitive to an electric field. To make the effects of
applied forces accessible within the timescale of our MD simula-
tions, we used forces corresponding to electric fields raised by
one to two orders of magnitude over physiological values. In
multiple 150 ns simulations in which a transmembrane voltaged All rights reserved
Figure 4. Solid-State NMRand Electrophys-
iological Data from L10N-hVDAC1
(A and B) Comparison of cross-peak intensities in
WT- and L10N-hVDAC1. Shown are regions of
(13C,13C) PDSD correlation spectra (15 ms mixing
time) displaying resonances from N terminus (A)
and b strand 9 (B). See also Figure S2. Blue, WT;
red, L10N-hVDAC1.
(C) Ratios of normalized Ca-Cb cross-peak
volumes between (13C,13C) PDSD spectra (15 ms
mixing time) recorded on L10N- and WT-hVDAC1.
In L10N-hVDAC1, normalized cross-peak volumes
are significantly more attenuated in the N terminus
than in control residues 105 and 253 (p = 0.0002,
two-sided t test, unequal variances assumed). See
also Figure S4.
(D) Ratios of average Ca-Cb cross-peak linewidths
between 15 ms (13C,13C) PDSD spectra of L10N
and WT hVDAC1. Average peak linewidths
increase slightly in L10N hVDAC1 spectra but not
differentially for residues in the N terminus and
control residues (p = 0.22, two-sided t test,
unequal variances assumed).
(E) Single-channel recordings of L10N-hVDAC1
inserted into lipid bilayers. Applied voltage was
10 mV.
(F) Histogram of conductance values (G) observed
on L10N-hVDAC1 in lipid bilayers at a trans-
membrane voltage of 10 mV. See also Figure S1.
Structure
b-Barrel Mobility Underlies VDAC Gatingof about 2 V was modeled, the L10N-mutated helix detached
from the mVDAC1 b-barrel with an average time constant of
66 ± 40 ns (SEM). In contrast, no extraction of the N-terminal
helix from the b-barrel scaffold was seen in WT-mVDAC1 at
forces corresponding to this voltage. The wild-type helix could
also be detached on a timescale of a few hundreds of nanosec-
onds, but higher forces corresponding to transmembrane volt-
ages above 3 V were necessary. Thus, in experiment as well as
simulation, the hydrophobic interaction between Leu10 and the
hydrophobic patch around Val143 appears to be key to stabi-
lizing the position of the wild-type N-terminal helix within the
b-barrel, whereas the L10N mutant enters into a collapsed state
more easily.
DISCUSSION
One of the longest-standing questions related to the b-barrel
channel VDAC is the nature of its gating process which can be
induced by transmembrane voltages above ±30 mV and by
apoptotic and antiapoptotic proteins (Benz, 1994; Colombini,
1989, 2004; Shoshan-Barmatz et al., 2008, 2010). In the present
study, we aimed for mechanistic insight into the gating process,
based on the atomic structure of VDAC.
In the first X-ray crystallographic study of a porin, it was noted
that b-barrel channels should be deformable because of their
hull-like architecture (Cowan et al., 1992). However, trimeric
bacterial porins have a substantial hydrophobic core at their
trimer interfaces, which explains their stability against denatur-
ation and proteolysis (Cowan et al., 1992). The notion that
b-barrel membrane proteins have a particularly high level ofStructure 20, 1540–15rigidity has thus entrenched over time, although it essentially
stems from the stability of trimeric bacterial porins toward unfold-
ing (Haltia and Freire, 1995; Wimley, 2003). Most trimeric porins
show voltage-dependent gating in planar bilayer experiments at
markedly raised transmembrane potentials (about ±100mV; Dar-
gent et al., 1986; Lakey and Pattus, 1989; Schindler and Rose-
nbusch, 1981). In contrast to bacterial porins (Cowan et al.,
1992; Zachariae et al., 2006), however, VDAC does not display
a clearly localized area of intimate trimer contact (Bayrhuber
et al., 2008; Ujwal et al., 2008). It was hypothesized earlier that
this could enhance the dynamics of the entire barrel, which
may in turn play a role in the propensity of VDAC to undergo
gating (Mannella, 1997).
In this study, we first quantified and confirmed the overall rigid
nature of the hVDAC1 N terminus by measuring SCC order
parameters of the backbone. Using MD simulations, we then
developed a molecular description of the effects of N-terminal
truncation on the VDAC1 b-barrel. In electrophysiology, deletion
of the N-terminal helix is found to increase channel noise, reduce
conductance, and, most importantly, abolish voltage gating,
whereas in solid-state NMR spectra, the deletion leads to loss
of resonance signals also from residues within the barrel. Our
results suggest that removal of the N-terminal helix results in
a highly dynamic mutant VDAC1 channel which exhibits an
increased propensity to enter semicollapsed, elliptic states
with conductance levels similar to those found in the closed state
of the wild-type channel. Such semicollapsed barrel states are
also accessible in the presence of the N-terminal helix albeit
with reduced propensity. These findings demonstrate not only
the importance of the N-terminal helix in voltage gating but49, September 5, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1545
Figure 5. Lipid Bilayer Conductance Values of the Different hVDAC1
Variants Investigated
Shown are ratios of the conductance G at a given membrane potential (Vm)
divided by the conductance G0 at 10 mV as a function of the membrane
potential Vm. Circles, WT-hVDAC1; triangles, L10N-hVDAC1; squares,
D(1–20)-hVDAC1. The membrane potential always refers to the cis-side of the
membrane. Means ± SD of three membranes are shown for each hVDAC1
variant. See also Figure S1.
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b-Barrel Mobility Underlies VDAC Gatingalso for stabilizing the open state of the pore by virtue of its
rigidity. In addition, we found that this stabilizing effect hinges
upon a major attachment point of the helix to the barrel wall at
the hydrophobic Leu10-Val143 contact. Weakening of this
contact in L10N-hVDAC1 leads to a phenotype characterized
by a reduction of the gating voltage at which the channel enters
predominantly into a closed state with a conductance of about
2 nS (Figures 4E, 4F, and 5).
Our observations suggest a scenario in which an ensemble
of semicollapsed, elliptic geometries of the VDAC1 b-barrel
underlie the subconductance states observed experimentally
under elevated transmembrane voltages. Our finding that large
deformations of the VDAC1 b-barrel are required to account
for the reduction in conductance observed experimentally is in
excellent agreement with the observation of a volume reduction
in the order of 104 A˚3 during closure (Zimmerberg and Parsegian,
1986). Such a volume change would be inconsistent with a more
local conformational change. Similarly, a recent VDAC1 study
using continuum electrostatics calculations demonstrated that
movement of the N terminus alone, even if leading completely
out of the b-barrel, is unlikely to account for VDAC1 gating
(Choudhary et al., 2010). According to our data, such a move-
ment of the N terminus should also lead to destabilization of
the barrel. Gating models involving only a movement of the N
terminus, without a concomitant effect on the barrel, thus appear
unlikely. Conversely, our data are well in line with the observation
of extensive dynamics and a pronounced breathingmotion in the
hVDAC1 b-barrel by both solution-state NMR and MD simula-
tions (Villinger et al., 2010). A gating mechanism by semicollapse
of the pore is also consistent with the observed dependence of
gating on osmotic pressure (Zimmerberg and Parsegian, 1986)
and on the presence of nonlamellar lipids, which increase lateral
pressure, in the surrounding membrane (Rostovtseva et al.,1546 Structure 20, 1540–1549, September 5, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Lt2006). Thus, a coherent mechanism underlying VDAC gating
emerges that explains a wide range of experimental data.
Our simulations show that semicollapsed barrel states can
also account for the switch in ion selectivity observed upon
gating, depending on pore geometry and charge. In our simula-
tions of D(1–20)-mVDAC1, anion selectivity is preserved in most
of the subconductance states, in agreement with experimental
data. D(1–20)-mVDAC1 then switches to cation selectivity at
barrel ellipticity values of about 0.47, where the barrel exhibits
a conductance of about 2 nS, similar to the closed state of
WT-hVDAC1. Cation selectivity is not observed, however, in
semicollapsed states ofWT-hVDAC1which retain the N-terminal
helix within the barrel, because of the presence of an excess of
positively charged residues in the N terminus.
Hence, our data are consistent with a voltage-dependent
motion of the N-terminal helix, partially or fully detaching it
from the b-barrel, as a possible mechanism to control entry of
VDAC1 into the closed state (Figure 6). More specifically, the
attenuation of signals from the N terminus in solid-state NMR
spectra of the L10N-hVDAC1 mutant may be due to increased
overall motion in this region or, alternatively, exchange between
two states, namely, the relatively rigid wild-type conformation
and a more mobile or disordered N terminus which is not
visible in the solid-state NMR spectra. Notably, such a mobile
population may well also be present in wild-type VDAC1 albeit
to a smaller extent. The absence of chemical shift changes or
linewidth increases in N-terminal resonances of L10N-hVDAC1
indicates that such exchange between different states of the
N terminus would have to be slow relative to the NMR chemical
shift timescale (milliseconds), in agreement with electrophysi-
ology data for the timescale of VDAC gating (Colombini, 1989).
In our simulations, a force corresponding to a transmembrane
voltage about two orders of magnitude higher than values
used experimentally is sufficient to remove the N terminus of
hVDAC1 from the pore on a nanosecond timescale. Our results
thus suggest that displacement of the charged N-terminal helix
of hVDAC1 by transmembrane voltages in the range of tens
of millivolts is possible on the timescale of gating. Previous
accessibility studies have also indicated that it is in principle
possible for the helix to leave the barrel (De Pinto et al., 1991;
Guo et al., 1995). In such a state, the N terminus may become
disordered or bind to the lipid membrane, as indicated by earlier
reports (De Pinto et al., 2007; Mannella, 1998).
It is important to note, however, that our data do not imply
that removal of the helix from the barrel is required for VDAC
gating. As our simulations of full-length VDAC1 show, partial
collapse and the associated reduction in conductance can also
be achieved by conformational changes within the barrel alone
while the N terminus remains inside. These results are in full
agreement with a recent study showing that attachment of
the mVDAC1 N terminus to the barrel wall via disulfide linkage
does not prevent voltage gating, suggesting a gatingmechanism
via partial barrel collapse (Teijido et al., 2012). Similarly, another
study found that antibodies directed against the N terminus have
no influence on gating properties of hVDAC1, also pointing to
conformational changes within the barrel as primary gating
mechanism (Benz et al., 1992). It is noteworthy that, in the
work of Teijido et al. (2012), residue Leu10, which we have iden-
tified as an important anchor of the N terminus to a hydrophobicd All rights reserved
Figure 6. Suggested Model of VDAC
Voltage-Induced Gating
At zero transmembrane potential, the VDAC
pore (blue) most likely remains in the open state
(upper, left). Increasing the membrane voltage
beyond ± 30 mV (center) exerts a force on
the N-terminal helix (red), which is attached to
the barrel wall by the contact residue L10
(green). Detachment or removal of the N-terminal
helix from the barrel wall at the L10-V143
contact leaves behind a labile, hull-like pore
structure (right) which is more susceptible to
undergo (semi)collapse under membrane stress.
At an ellipticity of 0.47, the semicollapsed barrel
geometry displays the conductance and ion
selectivity found experimentally for the wild-type
closed state (lower, right), whereas our cal-
culations reproduce the wild-type open state
values for noncollapsed structures containing
the N-terminal helix (lower, left). Note that semi-
collapse can also occur under membrane stress when the helix is not removed yet with a smaller probability. Hatching of the N-terminal region in the
upper central and right panels indicates that the conformation of a possibly detached N terminus is not known.
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b-Barrel Mobility Underlies VDAC Gatingpatch formed by residues in b strands 9 and 10, was mutated to
cysteine and covalently linked to Cys170 (mutated from alanine)
in b strand 11. Thus, although covalently linking barrel and N
terminus on the one hand, these mutations, on the other hand,
disrupted the hydrophobic contact between residues Leu10,
Val143, and Leu150 in a similar manner as our L10N mutation.
This may offer an explanation for the facilitation of gating which
was observed in the L10C-A170C mutant at positive voltages
even if no explicit crosslinking was employed. Importantly, the
ion selectivity of the crosslinked mVDAC1 mutant was not re-
ported. Our data strongly suggest that the switch to cation selec-
tivity observed in the closed state of VDAC1 does not occur if the
N terminus remains within a semicollapsed b-barrel, as also the
charge distribution within the N terminus indicates. Thus, a
movement of the N-terminal helix out of the b-barrel, possibly
in conjunction with segments of the barrel (Peng et al., 1992;
Song et al., 1998; Teijido et al., 2012), may be necessary to
explain all aspects of VDAC1 gating observed experimentally.
In summary, our data show that destabilization of the link
between N terminus and b-barrel facilitates entry of VDAC1
into partially collapsed states which can explain the conduc-
tance and selectivity of the closed state. The exposed and
charged nature of the N terminus, its stabilizing role for the
b-barrel, and the loss of voltage gating in its absence thus
suggest that it functions as a switch in the gating process.
The model we propose relies on observations made in a large
number of experimental and computational studies. These—
present and previous—data indicate that the N-terminal helix
of VDAC serves as a voltage-dependent sensor and that the
cylindrical b-barrel can undergo drastic conformational changes
coupled to its membrane environment, in particular when the
helix loses its rigid resting conformation (Mannella, 1997; Song
et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 1993). The resulting elliptic pores
show awide range of subconductance states with varying selec-
tivity, including cation-selective conformations, in agreement
with previous experimental data (Benz, 1994; Colombini, 1989,
2004). Our model extends an earlier suggestion on the gating
mechanism of VDAC, made before its atomic structure wasStructure 20, 1540–15available on the basis of electron microscopic images (Mannella,
1997, 1998), and explains the long-standing observation that
gating is pressure-dependent and involves a large volume
change of the channel (Zimmerberg and Parsegian, 1986). The
scenario we propose implies that the conductance state of
VDAC is mechanosensitive, that is, responds to changes in
membrane osmotic pressure, as has indeed been observed
(Zimmerberg and Parsegian, 1986).
Our results also shed light on the structure and dynamics
of b-barrel membrane proteins in general. We show that the
geometry of a b-barrel can in fact be very labile, and, as noted
before, its dynamics can be sensitive to changes in the lipid envi-
ronment (Villinger et al., 2010). This agrees well with the observa-
tion that VDAC gating can be influenced by osmotic pressure
(Zimmerberg and Parsegian, 1986) as well as by lipids that
modify membrane lateral pressure (Rostovtseva et al., 2006).
Importantly, inmany cases, the gating process in bacterial porins
has also been reported to be sensitive to membrane pressure in
addition to voltage (Lakey and Pattus, 1989; Le Dain et al., 1996).
On a wider perspective, our results thus suggest that a closing
mechanism by semicollapse may be a general feature of b-barrel
proteins.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
hVDAC1 was expressed, refolded, and purified in accordance with the pro-
tocol described in Engelhardt et al., 2007. For solid-state NMRmeasurements,
the protein was reconstituted into DMPC liposomes at a protein/lipid ratio of
1/50 (mol/mol). Solid-state NMR experiments were conducted using 3.2 or
4 mm triple-resonance (1H,13C,15N) magic-angle spinning (MAS) probeheads
at static magnetic fields of 18.8 and 20.0 T (Bruker Biospin, Karlsruhe, Ger-
many). Sample temperature was +5C. For measurement of dynamics, double
quantum – single quantum (2Q,1Q) correlation spectra were recorded employ-
ing the SPC5 pulse sequence (Hohwy et al., 1999) as described previously
(Schneider et al., 2010b). Spectra were processed in Topspin (Bruker
Biospin, Karlsruhe, Germany) and analyzed using Sparky (T.D. Goddard and
D.G. Kneller, SPARKY 3, University of California, San Francisco, USA) and
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
The method used for the black lipid bilayer experiments has been described
previously (Benz et al., 1978; Roos et al., 1982). Membranes were formed from49, September 5, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1547
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b-Barrel Mobility Underlies VDAC Gatinga 1% (w/v) solution of diphytanoyl phosphatidylcholine (Avanti, Polar Lipids,
Alabaster, AL, USA) in n-decane by painting onto a circular hole (surface
area about 0.4 mm2) separating the two compartments of a Teflon cell. For
standard single channel measurements, the Teflon chamber was filled with
an unbuffered 1 M KCl solution. The temperature used was 20C. The voltage
across the membrane was applied through silver/silver chloride electrodes
(with salt bridges). hVDAC1 and its mutants were added in concentrations of
10 or 100 ng/ml.
All MD simulations were based on the crystal structure of murine VDAC1
(mVDAC1, pdb code 3EMN; Ujwal et al., 2008), whose sequence is 99%
identical with that of human VDAC1 (hVDAC1), differing in only four sequence
positions (Thr55Asn, Met129Val, Ala160Ser, and Ile227Val). For equilibrium
simulations, WT-mVDAC1, D(1–20)-mVDAC1, and L10N-mVDAC1 were each
inserted in simulation boxes with a fully hydrated and equilibrated membrane
consisting of 176 dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) molecules and
about 13,000 water molecules using the tool g_membed (Wolf et al., 2010).
The amber99sb force field was used for the protein and ions (Hornak et al.,
2006), and parameters for DMPC were derived from Berger et al., 1997. The
solvent was modeled using the SPC/E water model (Berendsen et al., 1987).
All simulations were carried out with the Gromacs simulation software, version
4 (Hess et al., 2008). Simulation of ion flux through WT-mVDAC1 and D(1–20)-
mVDAC1 andcalculation of conductance and ion selectivity valueswere based
on the computational electrophysiology method implemented in Gromacs 4.5
(Kutzner et al., 2011).
More detailed experimental procedures are available in the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes four figures, one table, and Supplemental
Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2012.06.015.
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Note Added in Proof
Very recently, Griffin and coworkers have published a solid-state NMR study
on 2D crystals of hVDAC1 (Eddy et al., 2012). Interestingly, the spectra of
hVDAC1 in the 2D crystals and in liposomes as studied by us are quite similar,
which indicates that the structure of hVDAC1 is conserved in the different envi-
ronments. Importantly, the study on 2D crystals fully confirmed our obtained
resonance assignments for the N-terminal residues of hVDAC1 in lipid bilayers
and also corroborates the rigid nature of the N terminus under various exper-
imental conditions (lipid composition and temperature).
Eddy, M.T., Ong, T.-C., Clark, L., Teijido, O., van derWel, P.C.A., Garces, R.,
Wagner, G., Rostovtseva, T.K., Griffin, R.G. (2012). Lipid dynamics and
protein-lipid interactions in 2D crystals formed with the beta-barrel integral
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